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Once in a lifetime
opportunity!

n the 25th of July,
day 68 of the Torch
relay, the Olympic
torch ran through the
streets of North London! The
torch arrived in Winchmore
Hill at around 4.30pm to a
huge reception of locals and
tourists!

ooking over from a distance, Enfield was
a kaleidoscope of red, white and blue. At
a closer glance, every local community
member had gathered for the occasion,
decorating our streets with cheering crowds and
painting them with patriotism. From royalty to relays,
2012 has witnessed Enfield undergo a transition from
home to those dreaded riots, into a neighbourhood
of nationalism. Last Wednesday, our local
boroughs were set alight as our 25 nominated
torchbearers
ran, walked and
leaped through
the streets with
the Olympic torch,
burning with it any
lingering ill feeling
left from the events
of last August.
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One forward thinking local
retailer decided to use the
opportunity to raise money
for local charities. He got in touch with a previous
Olympic Torch runner and flew him down from
Scotland, torch included, for this great event!
Russell Davies, owner of Russdales Flooring in
Green Lanes, was inspired by the story of a previous
Olympic torch runner that he had discovered on
“EBay” and decided to contact him. Lawrence
Stewart, dad-of-two, was nominated and chosen
to carry the flame for his never-ending bravery in
his fight with cancer. Lawrence has been treated 13
times over the past 21 years and has had cancer
in his brain, liver, stomach, and lungs. When he
heard of Russell’s idea to raise money for Cancer,
Lawrence was happy to bring his torch down to
London where he would give back to those who
had helped him.
Once the flights were booked it was straight in to
action to organise and promote our top secret
mission. “Come and have a professional photograph
taken with a REAL Olympic Torch and the Runner
himself – right here in Winchmore Hill”. With the help
of local marketing company mc square the first task
was to source the photographer, a decision which
was easy having seen the quality of photographs
of Sam Pearce from Square Image. Next was
designing the promotional material and the getting
them printed by local printers Sprint Stationers and
up in the shop window. Next the task to make sure
that as many people in the surrounding area got

to know about the event and that’s were the ever
growing role of social media came into its own.
With the help of another local business, Loving
Social Media the event soon got viral and people
were talking online, saying have you heard what
Russdales is doing on the day of the torch relay.
Wow what a result!
Russell together with
his team and family in
support had decked out
the shop with bunting
and union jack flags.
They also laid on lots of
fresh cup cakes and free Bubbly for their visitors
who had booked to take their photograph for only £1
and a £5 donation to McMillan Cancer Support.
Well the shop was soon packed with families
queuing to have their photo actually holding the
Olympic torch, both before the actual relay actually
arrived past the Russdales shop and after the event.
The event was a great success, with so many great
smiles on people’s faces including the remarkable
Lawrence Stewart, without whom we could not have
made this day happen.
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In total the photographic session raised £516 which
is being donated to local charities including McMillan
Cancer Support.
When the torch actually arrived the atmosphere was
electrifying! It was greeted by deafening cheering
and shouting and plenty of applause. Cameras
and phones were raised in the air as the Runner
went past and waved at all the people who had
waited hours just to witness this magic moment.
That afternoon of the 25th July will definitely be
remembered and everyone went home happy.
Some were even happier than others, having
actually held the Olympic torch. Possibly a once in
a lifetime opportunity for many who were there.
By Russdales Ltd

and the blazing heat wave that coincided with the
occasion. The day truly revitalised the nationalism
that Britain once thrived of and captured the hearts
of Brits across Enfield.

As the torch was
near the end of its 70 day journey across
England, it approached green lanes; bringing with
it community spirit and nationalism in the masses.
Blending in with the patriotic people of Enfield,
the 110th torchbearer of the day; Ronan posed
for pictures and shared his Olympic moment with
all. When asked to describe his experience, the
clearly lost for words Olympian could merely say
“It’s inspirational”, summing up the entire day for
everyone who witnessed it. As he ran away ripe
with the burning torch, the eyes of everyone in the
crowds followed the flame, capturing the event that
Enfield will never forget.
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The young were sat cross legged, gathered
around a 6ft costumed bunny rabbit courtesy of the
chicken shed; equipped with flags, ice cream and
excitement. Their porcelain painted smiling faces
represented the jingoism and joy felt by all as the
torch made its way across the borough. Even the
teenagers got involved, and put their blackberries to
use by recording the relay, capturing the “once in a
lifetime opportunity” as quoted by 11 year old sticky
finger member Aaron. The elderly sat perched
upon deckchairs enjoying their lemon ices
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